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	Fork algebras are a formalism based on the relational calculus, with interesting algebraic and metalogical properties. Their representability is especially appealing in computer science, since it allows a closer relationship between their language and models. This book gives a careful account of the results and presents some applications of Fork algebras in computer science, particularly in system specification and program construction. Many applications of Fork algebras in formal methods can be applied in many ways, and the book covers all the essentials in order to provide the reader with a better understanding.
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Architecture, Society, and Ritual in Viking Age Scandinavia: Doors, Dwellings, and Domestic SpaceCambridge University Press, 2019

	In this book, Marianne Hem Eriksen explores the social organization of Viking Age Scandinavia through a study of domestic architecture, and in particular, the doorway. A highly charged architectural element, the door is not merely a practical, constructional solution. Doors control access, generate movement, and demark boundaries, yet also serve...
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End-to-End Network Security: Defense-in-DepthCisco Press, 2007
The network security lifecycle requires specialized support and a commitment to best practice standards. In this book, you will learn best practices that draw upon disciplined processes, frameworks, expert advice, and proven technologies that will help you protect your infrastructure and organization. You will learn end-to-end security best...
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System Center Operations Manager 2007 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
The process of operations management is a combination of people, procedures, and tools—all three are necessary, and the absence of one component can put an entire enterprise solution at risk. At a more granular level, operations management is about correlating what may appear to be seemingly unrelated events and data across machines to...
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Refactoring: Improving the Design of Existing CodeAddison Wesley, 1999

	This book isn't an introduction to object-oriented technology or design. Many books already do a good job of that...this isn't an advanced treatise either. It's a book of design patterns that describe simple and elegant solutions to specific problems in object-oriented software design....Once you understand the design patterns and...
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Enterprise SOA : Designing IT for Business InnovationO'Reilly, 2006
Information Technology professionals can use this book to move beyond the excitement of web services and service oriented architecture (SOA) and begin the process of finding actionable ideas to innovate and create business value. In Enterprise SOA: Designing IT for Business Innovation, SAP's...
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Biometrics, Computer Security Systems and Artificial Intelligence ApplicationsSpringer, 2006
This book presents the most recent achievements in the field of a very fast developing Computer Science. It is a very fascinating science, which still encompasses a number of uncovered areas of study with urgent problems to be solved. Therefore, thousands of scientists are dealing with it elaborating on more and more practical and efficient...
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